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ABSTRACT
Background: Patient safety being paramount, the global agencies (US-FDA, EMA, MHRA, ICH) have developed
various guidance to improve clinical trials quality, conduct, performance and assess these on risk based principles.
Among these, Risk Based Monitoring (RBM) has gained a considerable traction globally to be implemented across all
phases of clinical trials.
Methods: A multi-type survey questionnaire containing 19 elements was developed, validated, and circulated among
clinical trial staff, between July 2016-June 2017. The survey consisted questions pertaining to responder’s sex, role,
trial experience in past 5 years, utilization of RBM tools, type of trials involved in RBM, opinion on better type of
monitoring, timely oversight of trial data by RBM, implications of RBM in subject’s safety, data quality, overall
efficiency, cost specifications, understanding of RBM methodologies and its future evaluation, readiness to adopt
RBM and anticipating challenges in RBM strategies. The survey responses were collected, compiled and entries were
verified by third party, and analyzed.
Results: Overall 502 responses were received from 3 countries selected i.e. India (n=282), Malaysia (n=207) and
Singapore (n=13); all responses were complete except one. In the survey, 260 (51.79%) males and 242 (48.21%)
females participated. Among the responders 114 (28.69%) were investigators, 153(30.48%) were coordinator/research
nurse, 134 (26.69%) were CRO personnel and 71 (14.14%) were other clinical staffs. 208 (80%) male participants
and 181 (74.79%) female participants were aware about RBM awareness and it was proportionate with number of
years of clinical trials experience. Overall, RBM awareness among the responders was 77.49% (n=389). Among the
two groups i.e. responses received from Malaysia+Singapore (MS) and India, awareness rate among Investigators MS
was 47.88% (n=34) and in India was 65.75% (n=48), among coordinator/research nurse it was 63.95% (n=55) and
85.07% (n=57), among CRO personnel it was 95.24% (n=40) and 95.65% (n=88) and with other clinical staffs it was
90.48% (n=19) and 96% (n=48) respectively. The awareness rate among investigators and coordinator/research nurse
was significantly varied between two groups (p<0.03 and p<0.003) respectively. When asked if you will be ready to
adopt the RBM concept, 60.45%% (n=133) from MS and 76.59% (n=216) of the participants from India agreed to
adopt, 26.36% (n=58) and 12.05% (n=34) were neutral and 10.45% (n=23) and 7.09% (n=20) were not sure about
it.Additionally, 77% of the responders agreed on adopting hybrid monitoring (onsite+ remote) approach and if
embraced by sponsors this new approach of RBM can improve the trial conduct and minimize the risks. Chi’s Square
or Fisher’s exact test used to analysis the significance between twogroups, the significance rate of p<0.001 was
determined for demographics, trials involved in past 5 years, trials involve RBM, cost management via RBM, and
anticipating challenges in RBM also.
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Conclusion: This multi country survey carried out across three countries indicated the need for a structured education,
training and a phased wise implementation of RBM. Key finding was willingness of study staff for implementation of
hybrid model of RBM guidance with an objective to improve better safety of study participants and improved clinical
trials data quality and conduct. This warrants more studies with larger sample size to generate robust evidence.
Keywords: Risk based monitoring; Biosimilars; Biobetters; RBM survey; RBM tools; Hybrid monitoring; RBM cost
INTRODUCTION

RBM is a relatively novel concept or adaptive methodology
being discussed among clinical research community extensively.
Clinical research industry had been historically used of 100%
source data verification (SDV) during onsite monitoring visits
done by the clinical study staff e.g. monitors, however it is costly
(which includes personnel time, travel and other expenses); also
delays in data checks and review, data interpretation, time
investment on interim analysis, risk assessments and many other
factors including assessment of the therapeutic benefits of the
drugs. The emphasis on to refocusing efforts to overcome the
current challenges on risk assessments and onsite monitoring,
among various options there are several optimized approaches
are encouraged and recommended by USFDA, EMA, MHRA as
well as in E6 ICH (R2) called Risk Based Monitoring (RBM). As
an initiative, the seminal work on RBM was conducted by the
Clinical Trials Transformation Initiative (CTTI) 2009. This
survey consisted of 55 questions, which involved only 65
responders from industry, which concluded that only 33% or
less have adopted the centralized monitoring approach as against
the traditional source data verification monitoring [1-22]. In
2013, MCC planned and conducted a survey,with 45 responders
reported that upwards of 50% of industry stakeholders were
using RBM approaches in one or other ways on data analytics.
Moreover, it also was found that 10 to 30% of respondents
planning to implement RBM within 12 months. Since then in
last 3-4 years, the RBM adoption has steeply increased in part to
growing use of electronic solutions and statistical assessments
especially to improve the subjects ’ safety, quality of data,
integrity and efficiency among sponsors oversight of clinical
trials.
While looking up drafted guidance on RBM approach from
major regulatory agencies of USFDA, EMA and MHRA, an idea
gained traction to plan and conduct a survey in South East Asia
region of India, Malaysia and Singapore on assessing the RBM
awareness and how are we/clinical study site staff is prepared to
adopt this guidance/methodology. The critical objective of this
study was to ensure the generation of the high-quality data using
RBM approach and its ultimate impact on roles on subject
safety, data quality and trial cost implication.
In view of literatures, the awareness of RBM among developed
countries is higher than emerging countries [7] however there
are no large data available on RBM approach awareness and
preparedness among clinical industry staffs in South East Asian
countries of Malaysia, Singapore and India. Thus, itencouraged
conducting the survey in Malaysia, Singapore and India to
understand the current scenario of RBM approach and its
awareness and preparedness.
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Implementing and adapting RBM has many advantages. The
effective risk management should have a detailed structured
approach for risk identification, evaluation, analysis and control.
Regulators demands that the risk management approaches
should be sustainable, easily adaptable, reproducible, repeatable,
and controllable to achieving quality outcomes. RBM
approaches can also help to facilitate in many other aspects of
clinical trials like site identification, selection, qualification,
protocol design and development, and subject enrollments as
well [18].
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The methodology of descriptive survey research design was
chosen with a primary objective of assessing the RBM awareness
and preparedness. Also, emphasis was given with subset of
questions relevant to trial oversight, quality, and safety and cost
criterion. The survey was planned to have mixed mode (paper-toweb) self-completion questions involving online (desktop,
laptop, tablet or smart phone) and pen- paper method for those
professionals who either do not have internet access at that time
or prefer to complete the survey in paper mode. The survey
consisted of 18 closed- ended and 1 open ended question in
English language related to safety, quality, cost, adoption and
others. The survey questionnaire validated relevant to the
objective and the variables planned for the study [9]. The
participants, in the survey were clinical research staffs from
Malaysia, Singapore and India and selected randomly have had a
provision to specify opinions/suggestions with their experience
relevant to RBM implementation and challenges. To improve
the participants’ interest, questionnaire design and formatting
was optimized and set out to circulate to each region
simultaneously. Questionnaire responses obtained upon
participants’ voluntariness and never been influenced however
considering large target volume the participants were reminded.
Data integrity is a fundamental component of the study data
and information security [20] and refers to accuracy and
consistency of data collected for the study. Having said, the data
collected for the survey maintained securely and compiled in
excel timely. Data validation of participants ensured by their
email address or by the paper copies collected personally. Out of
502 responses, 469 responses were electronic copies and 33
responses were paper copies. Data confidentiality is a property
of data and considering the importance, de-identification
achieved to protect the respondents’ personal data and labelled
the responses as Response 1, 2, 3 and so on. Data validation/
Edit checks of de-identified database against labelled
questionnaires were reviewed by third party who has had no
conflict of interest in the survey for analysis.Variable
significance was determined by ‘Chi Square’ or ‘Fisher’s exact
2
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test’. The optimum method of statistical analysis among the
parameters was used for the survey hypothesis [22-38].

completed responses. The characteristics are described in Table
1.

RESULTS

The overall survey response rate was 9.54%, survey was sent out
to 5258 clinical trial professionals and we received 502
Table 1: Survey response rate across regions of Malaysia, Singapore and India.
MY–Malaysia

SG–Singapore

IND–India

(n=) (%)

(n=) (%)

(n=) (%)

Survey sent to

638 (12.13)

268 (5.1)

4352 (82.77)

Complete response (CR)

207 a (32.5)

13 (4.9)

282 (6.5)

No response (NR)

431 (67.5)

255 (95.1)

4070 (93.5)

about

of 207 complete response (CR), 1 partial response (PR) received

Percentage of survey response for Malaysia (32.5%) was higher
than Singapore (4.9%) and India (6.5%). Number of responses
received for Singapore is not significant to compare
withMalaysia andIndia. To avoid analysis bias, the survey data of
Malaysia and Singapore (considered as Group 1) were combined
to compare with India alone (considered as Group 2). In group
1 the received responses were n=220 and in group 2 the received
responses were n=282. In Group 1, 32.2% of Investigators, 39%
of study coordinators/nurses, 19% of CRO personnel and 9.5%
of other clinical staffs including sponsors, QA Professionals,
pharmacists, clinical auditor and others. In Group 2, 25.8% of
Investigators, 23.7% of study coordinators/nurses, 32.6% of
CRO personnel and 17.7% of other clinical staffs including
sponsors, QA professionals, independent trial consultants,
subject matter experts, site management organization (SMO)
staffs, pharmacists, clinical data associates, resource planner,
andothers.

Demographic data analysis
In the survey, 260 (51.79%) males and 242 (48.21%) females
participated. The awareness of RBM among males 208 (80%)
was slightly higher than females 181 (74.79%). We also found
that awareness of RBM concept and its methodology was
proportionate with number of clinical trials experience as such
awareness rate for more than 10 trials was 40.24%, trials
between 3 to 10 was 30.08% and less than 3 trials were 7.17%.
In article by Caroline [6] stated that mostly the RBM model are
being used in multi-centric/larger population trials rather in
smaller population studies still prefers paper CRF considering
the cost . To prove this, the survey results showed majorly RBM
used in global trials (50.9%) rather than local trials (4.9%) but
number of subjects involved, type of phase studies and relevant
details were not in the survey scope. As a trend, global/multi
centric studies are conducted mostly in phase II/phase III/Phase
IV studies which requires larger population [23]. To interpret
with survey response, global trials may consider as multi-centric
studies to match the results with article by Caroline Hurely [6].
Survey results showed that 72.2% of trial adapted RBM, 27.5%
J Clin Trials, Vol.10 Iss.3 No:1000413

of trial non-adapted RBM and 0.2% not aware of RBM
involvement. Data of non- adapting RBM closely matched with
Caroline Hurely [6] article. These data proven that at least 50%
of trials were being used either one the RBM tools, the reason of
lack of non-RBM trials could be lack of RBM knowledge,
training in clinical units, cost factor on IT demands, lack of
trained staffs and others [6].

RBM awareness data analysis
Overall RBM awareness rate was 77.49%, group 2 awareness
(85.46%) significantly increased compared with group 1
(67.27%) which could be the chances of trials conducted in
India were almost 200% more per trials registered in https://
clinicaltrials.gov/when compared with group 1 (Malaysia+
Singapore). Awareness rate further scrutinized among
investigator, coordinator/Research nurse, CRO personnel and
other clinical staffs in percentages depicted in Figure 1. It
revealed that awareness among CRO and Clinical staffs were
much higher than investigators and study coordinators.
More efficient monitoring process can produce number of
benefits including data integrity, trial subject safety, quality data,
faster and better data analysis, lowering budgets and increased
productivity. Additionally, it will help that data anomalies and
frauds like non-random data generation, distribution and
fabrication may be more easily detected by centralized
monitoring techniques rather than traditional monitoring [33].
Above all also indicates that more effective oversight reinforces
trial subject participant and protection.
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respectively. The next preferred type of monitoring
recommended by study coordinators was on-site monitoring and
the preference rate was 32.03%.

Figure 1: Percentage of RBM Awareness.
Figure 2: Percentage of preferred monitoring type.

Data analysis on preferred monitoring type
To our knowledge, this could be the first approach studied to
understand the preferred monitoring type among these regions.
Though regulatory agencies drafted RBM guidelines and CT
industry emphasis on mixed model of traditional and
centralized monitoring over the decades, the evidence of
acceptance of mixed model proven in this survey and depicted
in Figure 2. Preferred monitoring type was further classified
individually among Investigators, study coordinators, CRO
Personnel and other Clinical Staffs and the preference rate of
hybrid monitoring was 75.69%, 63.4%, 89.55% and 87.32%

Data analysis of trial oversight, safety, quality, efficiency
on RBM
Most respondents agrees that RBM helps to oversight the trial
data timely, to mitigate the subject’s safety risks on real time
basis, to improve the data quality via data integration and overall
improves the trial efficacious and there was no significant value
among Group 1 and Group 2 and the detailed classification is
elaborated in Table 2 below.

Table 2: Contribution of RBM in trial oversight, subject safety, quality and efficiency.
Parameter

MY+SG

IND

Total

Agree

164 (74.89)

231 (81.91)

395 (78.84)

Disagree

1 (0.46)

5 (1.77)

6 (1.20)

Neutral

30 (13.70)

28 (9.93)

58 (11.58)

Not Sure

24 (10.96)

18 (6.38)

42 (8.38)

Agree

156 (71.23)

214 (75.89)

370 (73.85)

Disagree

7 (3.20)

12 (4.26)

19 (3.76)

Neutral

34 (15.53)

27 (9.57)

61 (12.18)

Not Sure

22 (10.05)

29 (10.28)

51 (10.18)

p value

RBM will help for timely
oversight of trial data by
Sponsor/CRO

0.067

RBM will contribute to reduce
subject safety related risks
proactively
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0.229
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RBM will improve the overall
quality of data collected for a
clinical trial
Agree

153 (69.86)

209 (74.11)

362 (72.26)

Disagree

10 (4.57)

8 (2.84)

18 (3.59)

Neutral

36 (16.44)

42 (14.89)

78 (15.57)

Not Sure

20 (9.13)

23 (8.16)

43 (8.58)

Agree

163 (74.43)

213 (75.53)

376 (75.05)

Disagree

6 (2.74)

8 (2.84)

14 (2.79)

Neutral

29 (13.24)

41 (14.54)

70 (13.97)

Not Sure

21 (9.59)

20 (7.09)

41 (8.18)

0.646

RBM will help to improve the
overall efficiency of conducting
clinical trials

Data analysis on RBM cost factor
Many articles and white papers conveyed that RBM reduces the
trial cost by 15-30% [29-32]. Given this perception, survey
results revealed that respondents agrees that RBM reduces
monitoring cost by 55.78%, disagrees by 7.97%, neutral by
18.92% and not sure by 17.33%. Similar trends were seen for
questions related to overall trial cost using RBM, respondents
agrees that RBM reduces overall trial cost by 49%, disagrees by
8.57%, neutral by 23.51% and not sure by 18.92%. It proves
widely accepted perception among clinical stakeholders not
differentiated and an optimum utility of RBM methodologies
proportionate with trial costs. There was significant difference
(p<0.001) between the two groups based on monitoring
resources and overall trial costs. The acceptance of reduces cost
widely agreed by group 2 rather than group 1. At group 1, the
percentage of RBM reduces resource cost to monitoring are
42.73% and at group 2 are 65.96%, likewise the percentage of
RBM reduces overall costs at group 1 are 36.82% and at group 2
are 58.51%. Article by Caroline et al. [6] conveyed that RBM
reduces the monitoring costs by 16% in Ireland, however in SEA
regions the understanding is drastically increased up to 55.78%.

Data analysis of adoptability of RBM methodologies
Understanding of RBM methodologies mostly liaises among
CRO personnel (78.36%) and other Clinical Staffs including
sponsors, etc. (80.28%). To accept the fact that CRO personnel
(53.73%) and other Clinical Staffs including sponsor, etc.
(61.97%) were anticipating challenges in RBM since it is
considered that developing, planning, utilizing the technologies,
and managing RBM mainly lies with them. The understanding
of RBM methodology among investigators and study
coordinators/nurses was 52.76% and 66.67% respectively and
anticipating challenges in RBM rate was comparatively less than
CRO personnel and other Clinical Staffs which was 45.14% and
J Clin Trials, Vol.10 Iss.3 No:1000413

0.774

43.14%. This survey also revealed that overall 69.52% of
respondents ready to adopt RBM methodologies, 67.73%
understands how RBM methodologies supports in clinical trials,
70.92% agrees that RBM approaches may evolve drastically in
future and 49.2% anticipates challenges in adapting and
implementing RBM strategies.

Data analysis of Non-RBM vs. RBM trial groups
Curiously, the participants were also surveyed about the studies
involved/being involved RBM and if so, type of the trial it is.
Survey results showed that 362 respondents (72.2%) of trial
adapted RBM, 138 respondents (27.5%) of trial non-adapted
RBM and 1 respondent (0.2%) not aware of RBM involvement.
Data of non-adapting RBM closely matched with Caroline
Hurely [6] article. Mostly, RBM methodologies were involved in
global trials of around 70.44%. Interestingly, RBM
methodologies were also used in local trials of around 6.91%
and of course the data of RBM methodologies involved in both
trials showed as 22.65%. These data proven that at least 50% of
trials were being used either one the RBM tools and may be the
reason of lack of non-RBM trials could be lack of RBM
knowledge, training in clinical units, cost factor on IT demands,
lack of trained staffs and others [6].
It is clear evidence that the approach of RBM is steadily
increasing in global trials i.e, which may involve larger group of
population. The parameters of preferred type of monitoring,
understanding of RBM relates for timely oversight, safety risks,
overall trial quality, trial efficiency, and cost factor of monitoring
resources and overall trial cost as well the impact of RBM
understanding and its significance data were also analyzed
separately between non-RBM and RBM experienced groups.
Analysis revealed that 80.94% of RBM experienced groups
preferred hybrid monitoring and 68.84% of non-RBM
5
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experienced groups preferred hybrid monitoring, this
interpretation determines that RBM experience users willing to
adopt RBM more rather than non-RBM experience
respondents. Other analyzed parameters are described in Figure
3.

Figure 4: Experience of RBM tools and technologies.

Figure 3: Percentage of accepted parameters in RBM vs. Non-RBM
trials.

The survey questions of RBM awareness, RBM tools experience
and trials involved/involves RBM are interrelated each other
and overall percentage rate is 77.49%, 81.87% and 72.11%
respectively. Below 10% of deviation was noted in the related
data which might be widely acceptable and the interpretation
conveyed that still around 4% of stakeholders not truly
understand the RBM tools/methodologies however aware about
RBM; the same factor may also be applicable for the
interrelations between RBM tools experience and trials
involved/involves RBM. It is fact that only small group of
stakeholders in each organization are being involved in RBM
development and methodologies as well in many cases there
might be a lack of internal knowledge sharing and between field
monitors and remote monitors, it is utmost importance that
industry encourages the RBM knowledge sharing throughout all
team members.
IMPORTANCE OF TECHNOLOGIES IN RBM

The use of technology is important in implementing RBM
strategy. Pharma/CROs use various electronic systems of
adopting RBM programs to reduce onsite monitoring and
encourage remote monitoring with support of the central data
analytics. Advantage of those systems is to set up an automatic
flag/alerts to review the critical data or risk indicators.
In clinical research industry, regulatory authorities and all
industry stakeholders needs everything to be budgeted,
organized, managed, tracked, reported and user friendly. It can
be implemented using RBM methodologies with help of the
software tools to make the day to day activities easier. As per
survey responses, the experience of RBM tools and technologies
among the focused regions of Malaysia+Singapore and India
were 83% and 85% respectively and survey outcome shown in
Figure 4.
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The percentage of usage of RBM technologies showed concrete
evidence that the importance of technology required for in
RBM model. The USFDA and EMA drafted guideline proposes
risk based monitoring (RBM) to build the monitoring
components and trial management through quality by design
and encourages sponsors to employ electronic systems to
improve clinical oversight, prevent risks to data quality,
safeguard critical processes to ensure trial subject safety and data
integrity. Adapting RBM into practice requires enabling
technologies that can provide centralized control and visibility,
flexibility and immediate response. Survey revealed that
technology already plays a central role in the conduct of clinical
trials, ranging from centralized monitoring like Electronic Data
Capture (EDC), Remote Data Capture (RDC), e-reports,
Interactive Voice Response System (IVRS), Interactive Web
Response System (IWRS), etc. to wider clinical trials
management systems (CTMS).
Recently technologies are moving to e-diaries, e-consent, esignature and e-forms features on mobile devices. To have realtime and honesty data, the uses of technology is much essential.
The benefit of e-forms on mobile device includes easy
accessibility, real-time data capture, review critical and subject
safety data, prevents loss of data, easy storage, durable, and goes
paperless. By adapting electronic technologies in RBM mostly
goes paperless considered the RBM is eco-friendly and
environmental approach too. Benefits of RBM and its
technology is well described but practically still there is a gap
between the awareness on RBM and how the clinical
investigation staffs are ready for it is questionable since only
small group of staffs engaged in developing RBM methodologies
in Pharma or CRO companies, and thus survey hypothesis
evolved to understand more among clinical staffs.

RBM hierarchical survey data
RBM is a vast topic which includes several tools and
methodologies such as CTMS, RDC, EDC, Analytical tools,
Programmatic Data, IWRS, IVRS, e-reports, e-forms, e-diaries,
Risk Assessments, Remote monitoring and others. Selection and
prompt application of RBM methodologies is crucial for
successful of RBM implementation. Below Figure 5 also
represents the sequential of accepted parameters as per survey.
First and foremost accepted parameter was timely oversight of
6
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the trial; efficiency of trial conduct, reduces safety risks and
improving trial quality were the further accepted parameters.
Even though, many articles and white papers conveyed that
RBM reduces the trial cost [28] significantly however the trial
cost holds the last accepted parameters in the survey.
Furthermore studies are required to analysis and prove the fact.

"One of the main challenges would be organization of resources
including developing and fine- tuning of monitoring platforms,
and allocation of adequate number of staff”
“Though centralized monitoring is very much needed in large
trials involving many centres, the cost of it would be great and
on-site monitoring is necessary to ensure things are as reported.”
“There will be some challenges to adopt RBM at initial stage,
but gradually RBM will give effective results in terms of data
quality and timelines. RBM is evolving as a best monitoring
methodology in Clinical Trials as it is effective in terms of Data
quality and study timelines majorly. There are some challenges
to start and implement the fundamentals and tools of RBM at
initial stage but results of studies involving RBM are tremendous
when it comes to data quality!”
“Challenged are proper training of investigator site staff and
monitors and clear separation of duties between field monitor
and RBM monitor. Also validated analytics support required for
RBM.”

Figure 5: RBM hierarchical survey data.

DISCUSSION

As far as we know, this is the first study among SEA regions of
Malaysia, Singapore and India to investigate the awareness and
preparedness of RBM among Clinical Investigation Staffs.
USFDA, EMA and MHRA already opened up an idea of new
approach of remote monitoring as well latest ICH-GCP R2
emphasis the quality management via risk identification, risk
evaluation, risk control, risk communication, risk review and
risk reporting [4]; so that the RBM is likely to raise in future.
The survey had a question on understanding of RBM
approaches will evolve dramatically in future, overall response
was fortunate and most of the clinical investigation staffs agrees
that the RBM approaches will evolve significantly in future and
the percentage rate of accepting this among Investigators,
Coordinator/Research Nurse, CRO Personnel and Other
Clinical Staffs includes sponsor, etc. is 65.28%, 64.05%, 79.1%
and 81.69% respectively. The primary objective for this study
was achieved to conclude that overall RBM awareness (77.49%)
was well versed among these regions; even overall factor to adopt
the RBM was also on significant rate (69.52%). Some of the
interesting comments have been provided in the survey as below,
which are necessary to focus on developing the RBM model for
better perception of clinical trials.
“ I wouldn't think there would be major challenges in
implementing RBM, especially if the Clinical Operations
Managers/Line managers and Project Managers themselves
embrace RBM and understand its advantages.”
“Identifying the correct risks, striking a balance between onsite
and remote monitoring.”
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From the above comments, we could clearly see the RBM
understanding among these regions is much encouraged, the
challenges highlighted in RBM are lack of training among site
staffs as well with monitors, clear understanding of RBM,
potential identification of risk factors in RBM, allocating
resources on developing and implementing the RBM
technology, coordination between remote monitors and field
monitors. The barriers of RBM listed in article by Caroline et al.
[6] are coinciding with the challenges provided by the
participants in these regions. Even though there have been
difference in region, culture, work style, understanding, etc. but
across worldwide the challenges may remain the same. The
result of this survey reveals that through RBM by reducing costs
without comprising the integrity or accuracy the efficiency of the
trial can be increased. Now-a-days, more and more clinical trials
in developed regions and emerging regions are conducting
studies in accordance with the principles of adaptive design [7]
and it supports to build on the idea of evaluating data as a trial
progresses to decide whether to modify the study aspects in real
time. Considering the participants’ rate of RBM acceptability, it
is the time now to move away from the traditional approach of
frequent on-site visits and accomplish required SDV toward a
combination of activities, including centralized monitoring and
data collection [13]. The objective of traditional monitoring
approaches is to ensure trial subjects’ safety and quality data,
which can be further enhanced without comprise in data
integrity by adopting RBM strategy.
New monitoring approaches like triggered, tailored and targeted
monitoring are enhanced and well supported by RBM
methodologies. New methodologies are constantly changing to
improve the data integrity like Phase 0 (exploratory studies) and
Phase V (translational research studies) [15] and need of focus
confined and systematic approach of RBM encourages it. Here
are the some of the RBM tools are being used as provided by
survey respondents are Merge eCOS, J-review, Thor, Spotfire,
CITI program, Infosario, I-portal, Trial Insight, eSubjectDiaria.
New innovation biotherapeutics of Biosimilars and Biobetters
are also growing molecular research in trends and considering
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the huge population size in those research, the robust model to
oversight the subjects ’ safety, data quality and integrity is
essential which can be potentially regulated by RBM
methodologies [8].
CONCLUSION

As a trend, the number of clinical trials in these regions is
increasing steeply, and considering uniqueness of each trial and
complex in terms of structure and data handling, it is crucial to
build quality and subjects ’ safety into the trial process from
planning to post-marketing follow-up. Even though, traditional
monitoring with 100% SDV is no longer the recommended
method for monitoring all type of trials and many sponsors,
organizations still hesitate to transition to RBM from traditional
method. USFDA, EMA, MHRA, ICH-GCP (R2) recognizes that
an approach focused on the specific risks for clinical trial is
more likely to ensure the safety of the patient rather than
routine site visits and 100% SDV. It is very important to
understand that RBM is an adoptive methodology and not a
standard, with the common principles shared across regulatory
authorities and industry. This survey explores alternative
monitoring strategies, per se future of clinical trial monitoring
and strongly recommends implementing hybrid monitoring
(Remote Monitoring+On-site Monitoring) in an effort to clarify
the confusion about RBM awareness in these regions. The
results of this survey, the clinical stakeholders much aware and
mostly agreed to adopt the RBM concept to prioritize the factors
of timely oversight, safety, quality, efficiency as well for cost
factor. Now, industry has to look how best to operationalize
RBM in clinical studies. RBM could be a one door solution for
data integrity, safety and wellbeing of trial subjects, and quality
of the trial, RBM with a promising outlook can be a successful
alternative monitoring approach in clinical trials. At any rate,
the present study has opened up a new vista about RBM for
further detailed studies in wider aspects.
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